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16 February 2022

FROM JOHN TEMPLETON

TO SATURDAY MEN

Greetings Men,
Karl and I have had a discussion on how we run Sat and club champs
This is what we have come up with:
SAT 19 Feb
Karl in charge as Terry has talked me into playing interclub at Hawea.
Competition is Summer Stableford
Tee times as last week except match committee organising instead of pro shop
Just turn up on the day with $10, no booking and players given a spot on 1 or 10
and tee off from around 11 20 to 12 30 depending on numbers
No prize giving or raffles or nearest pins. Will have twos, birdies, nett eagles with all
prize money put on pro shop account.
Reason: Covid does not exist here according to some but 7 days isolation is real if
you are a close contact and difficult if you are trying to hold down a job while
stuck at home. Players may well get Covid in the future but hopefully not as a
result of how we run Sat golf.
CLUB CHAMPS
We have had a call from players to speed this up so we have.
We have done away with qualifying and anyone who wishes to, can play with
draw done early next week and matches can start immediately from there.
What grade you are in is determinated on what your handicap index is on Sat 19
Feb. Reminder Senior up to 7.0 Intermediate 7.1-12.4 Junior 12.5-19.7 Junior B 19.8
and above.
To enter put your name on entries list on notice board from today. Do not worry if
you are entered in wrong grade, we will correct when doing draw.
Seeding done on handicap and if more than 16 entries per grade, we go to 32
man draw with as many byes as we need. This is the same format as champs have
been run in the past
Players drive this with premise that matches are played asap even during the
week if necessary.
We are not putting cut off dates in place and competition may/ may not be
finished by scheduled finals day. Match committee will attempt to be fair but we
do need to keep matches moving.
For instance if players have to self- isolate we will be lenient. That said if matches
are being held up players will be contacted.
Will worry about stroke play later and can work it in with Speights Medal days later
in the year.
Regards John

